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Maximum Shock Value— 
with the New Freedom Agilix

The Freedom Agilix™ is a multiaxial, shock- 
absorbing, flexible foot system designed  
to manage loading impacts, reduce socket  
shear forces, and improve comfort while  
walking on nearly any terrain. The ultra- 
lightweight design offers low-impact K3  
ambulators shockingly comfortable  
performance at a value  
like no other. Learn more  
about the Agilix on our website.

Freedom Innovations • 888.818.6777
www.freedom-innovations.com
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SLEEQ
medi USA is proud to introduce 
the SLEEQ® series of spinal bracing 
solutions. The SLEEQ Spinal Therapy 
System’s InvisAdjust™ technology 
enables a universal fit for nearly all 
patients while dramatically reducing 
the hassle and cost of unwanted 
inventory. SLEEQ’s state-of-the-art 
TruGlide™ tightening makes it easy 
to achieve optimal compression for the most effective pain 
relief. The advanced eco-friendly Q-Lex™ OrthoSport Material 
promotes air flow to keep patients cool and dry. The low-profile 
ventilated AeroFlex™ support system automatically conforms 
to the patient’s anatomy for a custom fit, providing optimum 
comfort and pain management or operative treatment support.

medi USA • 800.633.6334
www.mediusa.com
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Ishi Archery Prosthetic Sports  
Accessory Terminal Device

TRS has just introduced the Ishi 
archery terminal device designed 
to fit modern compound bows and 
traditional-style bows. An offset 
flexible aperture captures the bow’s 
handle which allows the bow to 
cradle comfortably for perfect arrow 
alignment. A ratchet strap and buckle 
lightly secure the bow in place. The 
Ishi weighs only 6 ounces, bows up 
to 45 pounds of draw weight, and 
is made for archers five years old and above. The Ishi mounts 
right or left handed and has a USA standard threaded mounting 
prosthetic connector.

TRS Inc. • 800.279.1865
www.oandp.com/trs
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New VALOR Compression Liner Sock
SPS is proud to carry the new VALor 
compression liner sock from Swiftwick.

Made in the U.S.A., the VALor is the most 
advanced moisture-managing compression 
liner sock ever created for amputees. 
This revolutionary new solution—worn 
under the liner and against the skin—is 
made with Olefin, a Nobel Prize-winning, 
environmentally friendly fiber.

The VALor’s sculptured compression 
construction incorporates Swiftwick’s patented 
active antimicrobial technology, providing 
superior moisture, bacteria, and volume 
fluctuations control. Ask your rep about the 
Swiftwick liner sock today!

SPS • 800.767.7776
www.spsco.com
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Evolution Industries’ Central Fabrication
Specializing in lower-extremity socketry.

All of our sockets are made with a special weave and weight of 
carbon fiber and fiberglass, which results in a lighter, stronger 
socket that patients can count on day after day.

Evolution Industries, Inc. • 888.839.6213
www.evoii.com
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more Showcase on page 88 L

New WalkOn Reaction AFO from Ottobock!

Lightweight, low profile, and extremely 
tough, the Walkon® reaction is a great 
solution for patients with dorsiflexion 
weakness. With an anteriorly placed 
calf cuff and longer strut, the Walkon 
reaction uses ground reaction 
forces to help extend the user’s knee. 
Like other Ottobock WalkOns, the 
reaction is fabricated from a prepreg 
advanced carbon composite and helps 
users walk more naturally. Fitting is 
fast and easy, as is donning and doffing. 
Your patient gets great support, smooth rollover, and comfort all 
in one.

Ottobock • 800.328.4058
www.ottobockus.com
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